BBYO LINGO
AZA: Division of BBYO for those who identify as males; stands for Aleph Zadik Aleph.
Members are referred to as “Alephs.”
BBG: Division of BBYO for those who identify as females; stands for B’nai B’rith Girls.
Members are referred to as “BBGs.”
Godol/N’siah: The President of an AZA (boys) or BBG (girls) chapter, council, or region.
S’ganim: The Vice Presidents of Programming—S’gan (AZA); S’ganit (BBG).
Morim: The Vice Presidents of Membership and Recruitment—Moreh, Mekesher (AZA);
Aym HaChaverot, Mekesheret (BBG).
Mazkirim: The Secretaries, Publicists, and Editors—Mazkir, Sopher (AZA); Mazkirah,
Katvanit, Orechet, Safranit (BBG).
Sh’lichim: The Vice Presidents of Jewish Enrichment—Shaliach (AZA); Sh’licha (BBG).
Gizborim: The Treasurers—Gizbor (AZA); Gizborit (BBG).
Chapter: A group of members who plan and host events for fellow members.
Region: Large areas that are made up of multiple chapters.
Councils: A subdivision of certain larger regions.
CLTC: Chapter Leadership Training Conference, BBYO’s premier, hands-on
summer leadership experience for 9th and 10th grade members.
ILTC: International Leadership Training Conference, an advanced summer leadership
program for 10th and 11th grade BBYO members where teens focus on deepening their
leadership skills.

International Kallah: BBYO’s Jewish education and exploration summer leadership
program for 10th through 12th grade members; Kallah is built on interactive sessions and
deeper conversations about a spectrum of Jewish topics.
ILSI: International Leadership Seminar in Israel, BBYO’s elite three-week leadership travel
program in Israel.
IC: BBYO International Convention, an epic annual event celebrating Jewish teen life
taking place each year over President’s Day weekend.
BBYO Passport: The summer travel arm of BBYO.
Fall Fest: BBYO’s annual fall campaign featuring unique events and exclusive experiences
designed to showcase the best of what each community has to offer.
J-Serve: An annual day of Jewish teen service with over 15,000 participants around the
world working to improve their communities.
Global Shabbat: An annual Shabbat experience with unique programming about the
global Jewish experience.
Founders’ Day: Annual celebrations of the founding of AZA and BBG.

